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The battle against COVID
gets more difficult the longer
we delay getting vaccinated:
the percentage required for herd immunity is climbing,
and variants worse than Delta are coming
The spread of the
Delta
coronavirus
variant has pushed
the threshold for herd
immunity to well
over 80% and potentially
approaching
90%, according to an
Infectious Diseases
Society of America
briefing on Tuesday.
That represents a
“much higher” bar
than previous estimates of 60-70%, because Delta is twice
as transmissible, according to Richard
Franco, an assistant
professor at the University of Alabama
at Birmingham.“It is
becoming clear that
this is a very dangerous, way more dangerous virus than the
original one,” Franco
said. Herd immunity
is based on the idea
that when a certain
percentage of the
population has been

vaccinated
against
the virus or gains immunity by a previous
infection, it helps
protect the broader population and
reduce
Coronavirus infections across
the [United States]
are spiking due to
the Delta variant,
but an even worse
version of the virus
could be on the horizon if the US does not
get a handle on the
pandemic, Dr. Anthony Fauci has warned.
The director of the
National
Institutes
of Allergy and Infectious Disease, and
[President]
Biden’s
chief medical adviser, warned that more
dangerous coronavirus variants could
spawn if the US does
not greatly increase
the number of people who are vaccinated. “If we don’t crush

the outbreak to the
point of getting the
overwhelming proportion of the population vaccinated,
then what will happen is the virus will
continue to smoulder
through the fall into
the winter, giving it
ample chance to
get a variant,” Fauci
stated.“Quite frankly, we’re very lucky
that the vaccines
that we have now do
very well against the
variants, particularly against severe illness. We’re very fortunate that that’s the
case. There could be
a variant that’s lingering out there that can
push aside Delta. ”He
said the US would
“really be in trouble”
if a variant with the
same transmissibility
as the Delta variant
but with more severe
symptoms were to

emerge. “People who
are not getting vaccinated mistakenly
think it’s only about
them. But it isn’t.
It’s about everybody
else, also,” Dr. Fauci
said.The doctor said
that the latest spike
in cases is the result
of the Delta variant’s
high transmissibility and the substantial number of people who still have not
taken the vaccine.
CDC Director Rochelle Walensky noted that the pandemic
is primarily among
those who have not
taken vaccines, and
that
unvaccinated
people are the main
drivers of transmission to other unvaccinated people.
Because the coronavirus was co-opted in
the US’s culture wars
Cont’d on pg 3
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early on, vaccination
rates have largely
fallen along political
lines. Antigua and
Barbuda can take a
page from what is
happening in the US,
which is endowed
with almost infinitely more resources
– in every respect;
human, economic,
scientific, technological, etc. – to avoid
letting that happen to
us here. We’re talking
about all the senseless bickering and
nonstop politicking
that has prevented
the humongous resourcefulness of that

less complexity of culture, languages and
land mass. Ours is a
fairly homogeneous
polity whose motorable access can be
toured and explored
many times over on
a single tank of gas;
not to mention that
we lead many other countries – within
the OECS, the wider
Caribbean and elsewhere in the world
– when it comes to
Antigua and Barinternet and other
buda can turn its
telecommunications
small size and popuconnectivity.
lation into an advanWe have adequate
tage. There is far less
ground to cover, far supplies and variet-

great country from
being adequately deployed and utilized
to produce results
that would make “the
hope of mankind” a
more enviable national embodiment
of success against
this pandemic. Instead, COVID-19 has
brought the entire
world to its knees,
none more so than
the mighty America!
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ies of vaccines; we are
sufficiently informed
– so that pleading ignorance is unacceptable – and we have
more than enough
experience with sick,
hospitalized
and
dead persons to know
that this thing is real
and dangerous.
Stop
pretending
that we need anything else or anything
more to convince and
motivate us to get
vaccinated, to give
ourselves a better
fighting chance while
we still can.
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Police use teargas to
disperse unlawful gathering,
several arrested
Several people have been ble vaccinated against the
arrested as police used tear COVID-19 virus and its sevgas to disperse a crowd of eral variants.
protestors Sunday afterAccording to several renoon in St. John’s.
ports, the participants enThe crowd, estimated at gaged in numerous chants
between 200-300 had gath- voicing their disapprovered on Lower Market Street al with the campaign by
to protest the government’s the government to achieve
ongoing campaign to have ‘herd immunity’ in terms of
as many people as possi- the number of people fully

vaccinated against the virus.
The reports further stated
that, when the protestors
refused to disperse, the police resorted to using the
tear-gas that caused them
to flee in multiple directions, taking nearby streets.
A police spokesman said
the protestors had applied
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for permission to
stage a demonstration in St. John’s.
However, Commissioner Atlee Rodney
denied the request
on two grounds: one
was for reasons of
national
security;
and, secondly, because of fears that it
may become a ‘super-spreader’ event
for the coronavirus.
Rodney
revealed
that several persons
were arrested, in his
words, ‘to prevent further escalation of the
events and in the interest of public safety’. He did not give a
precise number.
The Commissioner added there were
no reports of injuries
from the police actions. “Our aim was
not to cause injury
but to have the crowd
disperse from an illegal activity,” he declared.
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have been the ones
engaged in these acts.
One senior officer
said there were talks
of attempting to replicate the situation in
St. Vincent and the
Grenadines
where
the prime minister
was injured in a similar demonstration.
There are no reports
of injuries within the
contingent of police
officers deployed to
the scene. “The protestors did not have
the right to march, as
it is a violation of Cap.
357 of the Public Order Act. They did not
have a right to march,
neither did they have
the right to be chanting as they were doing at the time,” the
officer explained.
Up to Sunday evening, Market Street
and other major
roadways in the city
remained calm. Following the tear gas
incident, several persons could be seen in
many of the neighbouring streets looking on.

There are also reports that several
missiles,
including
bottles and stones,
were hurled at the police. It is believed that The police have not
some of those tak- reported any further
en into custody may incidents.

NOTICE
To: Her Worship,

The Licensing Magistrate.

District “A” Magistrate court
Grays farm

St John’s Antigua
To: commissioner of police
Police headquarters
American road

St Johns Antigua

I Ackeelia James of New Winthropes the owner of P B J Eccentric
Designs Enterprise whose registered business is situated on Lamberts
Drive in the parish of St Georges in Antigua and Barbuda, do hereby
give notice that it is my intension to apply at the next special session
to be held at the magistrate court, St Johns Antigua on the 26th
august 2021, next enduring, for a bottle License in respect of my
premises known P B J Eccentric Designs Enterprise situated at New
Winthropes. This application is made pursuant to Section 11(5) of the
Licensing (Intoxicating Liquor) Act, Cap 249 of the laws of Antigua and
Barbuda, revised edition1992.
Sign………………………
Respectfully yours Ackeelia James.
#268-773-1555
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AOSIS: IPCC climate science
report confirms near-term
action is essential
Major emitters must
take account for the
damages inflicted by
the fossil fuel industry
to ensure an equitable
and sustainable future
for us all
The message from climate scientists in the
IPCC report released
today confirms the
critical need for governments to take urgent action, and that
it’s not too late to keep
warming to 1.5˚C once
concerted action is taken, says the Alliance
of Small Island States
(AOSIS).
“The so-called ‘good
news’ from this report
is that we haven’t yet
missed our chance to
act, that the goal we
agreed in Paris is still
‘within reach’, and that
the Small Island Nations were right to have Ambassador Aubrey Webson
These planned outages are necessary for our continuous upgrade and maintenance programme to provide reliable and consistent service to our customers.
Monday, 9th
August 2021

Tuesday, 10th
August 2021

Section of Parham
near Reifer's
Property

Section of Nut Grove
near the Adventist
Church

8:30 AM - 11:30 AM

8:30 AM - 9:45 AM

Lower section of Old
Section of Nut Grove
Parham Road & Section of south of the Adventist
Gambles north of Christ
Church
the King High School
9:45 AM - 11:00 AM
8:30 AM - 11:30 AM

Section of Cashew Hill
south of Gloria's
Supermarket
10:45 AM - 12:00 PM

Kindly note that this schedule is subject to slight variation. Changes will be communicated on the APUA Facebook page.
Any service disruptions outside of this schedule were not anticipated. For further information and updates please call 311.
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advocated for it,” said Ambassador Aubrey Webson
of Antigua and Barbuda,
Chair of AOSIS.
“The scientists have
shared a dire warning
that every single tonne of
carbon added to the atmosphere will contribute
to stronger warming, but
also that we are not too
late to curb the worst of
it. Full implementation of
the Paris Agreement is essential to keep the 1.5˚C
goal alive, and we urge
world powers to step up
and save lives and livelihoods right now.”
“Major emitters must
take account for the damages inflicted by the fossil fuel industry, knowing
that every single tonne
of carbon and every single dollar spent on fossil
fuels will have a negative
impact,” said Ambassador Diann Black-Layne
of Antigua and Barbuda,
lead climate negotiator
for AOSIS. “Near-term action to assuage the worst
of the man-made climate
impacts is crucial, and the
barriers put in our way are
the result of the fossil fuel
industry’s fight against
losing its power. It’s a sector that’s being paid annual subsidies of over $600
billion to destroy our planet, while the UN Climate
Fund gets US $2.4 billion a
year to save it.
“We have to turn this
around. The IPCC confirms the experience of

Small Island States: that
cyclones are getting more
intense, and that sea levels
are rising, but it also confirms that we can still curb
the worst of it.
“The stark fact is that if
we keep warming to 1.5˚C
we are still facing half a
metre of sea level rise. But
if we stop warming from
reaching 2˚C, we can avoid
a long term three metres
of sea level rise. That is our
very future, right there.”
“As we move forward to
COP26 it is essential that
global powers and major
emitters heed the scientific evidence and take action to ensure an equitable and sustainable future
for us all.”

LOCAL NEWS
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Government still completely
pro-choice on vaccination
by Shelton Daniel
The Government of Antigua and Barbuda has reiterated in the strongest possible terms that, at this time,
it has absolutely no intention of making COVID-19
vaccination mandatory.
The very forceful and categorical articulation of that
stance came from Attorney
General Steadroy “Cutie”
Benjamin, who is currently the country’s Acting
Prime Minister in addition
to holding the portfolios of
Labour, Public Safety, Legal
Affairs and Justice.
Minister Benjamin spoke
Saturday on Pointe FM’s
weekly Browne and Browne
Show whose mainstay,
Prime Minister Gaston
Browne, is currently on vacation for a week, during
which the AG is deputizing.
He told the program’s
host, Senator Colin O’Neal
Browne, that even though
Government is convinced
that making vaccination
mandatory would be legally sound – and is supported
by high caliber legal opinions – Cabinet is opposed
to going that route.
“But, as a government,
we must be concerned
about the voice of the people. Even though, legally, you may be on a very
strong path, it makes good

sense and good judgment
to consider your position
on one hand, the law, and
the wishes of the people in
general on the other,” the
St. John’s City South MP
stated.
Benjamin said he is confident that the vast majority of Antiguans and Barbudans would support the
government, should it opt
for mandatory vaccination.
“But we are not doing that.
The PM has been strong on
that … we are not making
it mandatory, even though
we have the legal position
to show that there is nothing wrong in law.”
To support his point, the
AG quoted from labor law
specialist and head of the
faculty of law at the University of theWest Indies (UWI)
St. Augustine Campus,
Professor Rosemarie Belle
Antoine: “’The COVID-19
vaccination could be made
compulsory without violating human rights, the Constitution and the law’.
“That is the legal position, but we respect people,” Benjamin stressed.
“They must say what they
want to do with their bodies. We are a young developing country, a progressive country, and we want
to be able to have a say. We
just want them [the public]
to be rational, to be reason-

able … in coming to their
decisions.”
The Attorney General
indicated that broad compromise would be required
to arrive at a position that is
sensible, practical and acceptable to all concerned.
“It’s a matter of give-andtake and doing what is right
in law, what is right in conscience, and what is right
by the government after
having considered all the
circumstances of the case;
and my government is of
the view that even though
we can be right in law, we
will not make it mandatory

at all. You must have a right
in what you say, but be reasonable. Consider all the
pros and cons, and then
make a determination.”

Attorney General
and Acting Prime
Minister Steadroy
Benjamin.
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No change in curfew
hours at this time
The recent spike in active COVID-19 cases in
Antigua and Barbuda
has raised concerns of
a pending tightening of
the curfew hours, currently at 11:00 p.m. to
5:00 a.m.
The latest update of
the Dashboard revealed
10 new positive cases,
bringing the active cases to 49. Just one month
earlier that figure was
zero. The publication of
the Dashboard has led

to widely-circulated rumours that new curfew
hours are coming and
some even suggested
that the new hours have
already been implemented.
However,
Attorney
General Steadroy Benjamin said there have
been no changes to the
curfew hours even as the
government continues
to monitor the situation
regarding the sharp rise
in the number of cases.

UTILITIES
ACCOUNT

MANAGEMENT
DISCONNECTION NOTICE
APUA would like to remind both residential
and commercial customers to stay
connected by Managing Your Account.
Customers are reminded to settle
Electricity, Water and Telecommunications
(inet Mobile, Home and Business)
accounts that are overdue by 30 days or in
arrears. Disconnections will be carried out
during the period August 16th to
August 31st, 2021.
Please be advised that reconnections are
carried out within 1-2 business days after
payment.

Visit us at www.apua.ag

The government has
always made the case
that it has a dual responsibility of saving lives and
livelihood. Attention is
being placed on the impact that the rise in cases
will have on the health
delivery system which
has so far stood up to the
challenges brought on
by the last major rise in
cases earlier in the year.
On the other hand, the
government sees its role
as that of protecting An-

tigua and Barbuda’s reputation in the marketplace as a ‘safe’ place to
visit where the positivity
rate has been kept largely in check.
Benjamin said the government, through the
ministries of health and
tourism, will continue
to monitor the situation
and to advise the Cabinet on the best course of
action to take, given the
changing circumstances.
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Dashboard Update for
August 8, 2021
The most recent report received by the Ministry of
Health, Wellness & the Environment from the Sir Lester Bird
Mount St. John Medical Centre
has revealed 10 new laboratory
confirmed COVID-19 cases in
Antigua and Barbuda as of Saturday 7th August 2021 at 6:00
p.m.
The Epidemiology Unit is still
in the process of ascertaining
whether the cases are imported or non-imported. Once the
investigation is completed, the
information will be given in a
subsequent publication.
Fifty-one (51) samples were
processed at Sir Lester Bird MSJMC.
Consequently, the total number of persons with laboratory
confirmed COVID-19 cases including Antigua and Barbuda
is 1,348 which is inclusive of 59
active cases. There are six mild
hospitalized cases.
Meanwhile, 38,605 first doses of the Covid-19 vaccines
have been administered and of
31,298 have received the second dose.
The dashboard has been updated to reflect these changes.
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Did anti-vaxxers’ attempted assassination
of PM Ralph Gonsalves bury Caribbean
democratic innocence with a “brick”?
by Arvel Grant
(political and current
affairs analyst)
When I read Reuters’
report of this tragic attempt on the life of the
Vincentian Prime minister, I was stunned by
the negative global effect
which this act of brutishness could have on our
civilization and our leaders’ attempt to combat
the COVID pandemic.
Those politicians, union
leaders and media activists who are fueling the
anti-vaccination campaign, should use the apparent attempted assassination of The Rt. Hon.
Dr. Ralph Gonsalves,
Prime Minister of St. Vincent & The Grenadines,
as a harsh reminder
that they have the right
to lawful speech, not
freedom to inspire criminal violence.
Indeed, some may well
argue that certain leaders of the anti-vaccination campaign should
examine the palms of
their hands for blood
stains from this murder-

ous attempt to assassinate the dean of Caribbean prime ministers
Anti-vaxxer politicians,
union leaders and media activists should not
be too naive to know
that some of their followers may be people with
low IQ and/or mental
or emotional conditions
which limit their thinking and related cognitive
skills.
Some may wonder
if they are aware of that
and are cynically herding
their loyal supporters toward the kind of action
unleashed against the
Right Hon. Ralph Gonsalves in a selfish grasp
at political advantage?
And why was this savage attack performed
against the life of Prime
Minister Gonsalves? Perhaps because he is leading the effort to have (at
least) frontline workers
in his country vaccinated
against the COVID virus
– a pandemic condition
which is killing millions
of people around the
world, including in St

Vincent & The Grenadines and the rest of the
Caribbean.
For that, almost any Caribbean head of government could be the assassins’ next target.
Strangely, the actions
of the anti-vaxxer politicians, union leaders
and media activists suggest they are not aware
that if COVID kills their
unvaccinated supporters, they die with their
votes, union dues and
media support.
Perhaps the worst insult
to injury is the fact that
many of those who are
leading or inspiring the
anti-vaccination campaign may (themselves)
be fully vaccinated and
protected against serious illness and death
from COVID or its family of diseases. Yet, they
boldly discourage public
policies designed to give
their followers the same
protection from the virus – strange indeed!
I expect that Prime
Minister
Gonsalves
(being the outstanding

statesman) will avoid utterances which imply recrimination. Rather, “Let
the law take its course.”
In the meantime, Caribbean leaders must
double-down on efforts
to save our civilization
from this dangerous and
deadly COVID virus.
As is the case with the
recent assassination of
the President of Haiti, the
security gaps which allow such a crude and
medieval head injury to
a prime minister, suggests real weaknesses in
the protective detail of
the Vincentian leader.
The assassination of the
President of Haiti killed
Caribbean democratic innocence. The more
recent attempted assassination of Prime Minister Ralph Gonsalves buried it. Furthermore, both
murderous acts are loud
calls for enhanced security for our national and
regional leaders.
Walk good until next
time. (Read more of
Arvel’s analytical pieces
on arvelgrant.com)
Cont’d on pg 19
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An introduction
to strangers
by RisaV
Meeting a person and getting to
know them follows a new format
these days, one we should be careful of. Introductions beyond the
exchange of name, age, residential area and nationality have been
rejected. The twirl of general conversations where persons get to
familiarize themselves over time,
observing and communicating, has
been deemed unnecessary.
In actuality, the script is more like,
‘how about we speed things along
by me telling you about myself and
you doing the same’ … not merely
ones likes and dislikes, but character
and personality traits as well.
However, this can never be more
effective, because individuals – in
spite of knowing who we truly are
– will fail to communicate it holistically because of uncertainty within
ourselves as we question our likeability.
For the confident, there is the subject of self-awareness and all must
remember human nature, pride,
and feelings (such as embarrassment) that will cause things of significance to be omitted. So when
we speak of telling others about ourselves, the openness of this concept
is flawed.
People have layers. It would be ridiculous to think another person

can comprehend the full extent of
who you are by simply telling them
of yourself. Matter of fact, who is to
say that your perception of yourself
is accurate? A completely different
opinion may be gathered from the
eyes of someone on the outside. Besides, stating facts about your character will not bring another individual to know you.
Life is about experiencing. Someone can only come to truly know
who you are when you have experienced each other – shared space
and conversation, be they filled with
joy, sadness or optimism.
sharp spike in the numbers. At one
time, active cases soared to more
than 400. It required a series of
stringent measures that eventually
brought the numbers down again.
As a consequence, Antigua and
Barbuda did not record a positive
COVID-19 case for a roughly twoweek period in early July.
This has had a positive impact
on the national economy – the
most-tourism dependent economy
in the eastern Caribbean. When the
UK graduated Antigua and Barbuda
to its ‘green-list’ of countries from
which returning nationals would
not have to undergo quarantine, the
nation’s hotel bookings shot through
the roof, making July 2021 the best
July ever for tourism in the country’s history. Why is that important?

Because according to the Executive
Chairman of the Antigua and Barbuda Hotels & Tourism Association
(ABHTA), Vernon Jeffers, the bookings led to recall of thousands of hotel workers as hotels reported up to
90 percent occupancy. This is good
news to the families of the erstwhile
unemployed hotel workers.
Unfortunately, with the highly contagious Delta variant of the virus,
the country is seeing a rise in active
cases – 29 at last count. How will this
affect Antigua and Barbuda’s ratings
on the UK’s ‘traffic light system’ for
COVID-19 countries? How will it
affect the country’s standing on the
United States CDC’s Categories 1, 2,
3 and 4 system? These all have bearings on the national levels in those
countries, as well as at the individual
tourist planning a vacation.
If the active COVID cases continue
to rise, this could precipitate a corresponding decline in bookings at our
hotels, etc. Those hotel workers who
are welcoming the return to work
could just as quickly find themselves
back on the unemployment line.
Are we as a country willing to sacrifice their jobs? That is the question
that the TUC must answer. After all,
government workers will be paid
regardless of the situation. Hotel
workers do not have that luxury but
they, too, have rights!
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US Coast Guard offloads US$1.4B
in illegal narcotics seized in
Caribbean Sea, Pacific Ocean
CMC- The United States
Coast Guard says the crew
of its Cutter James offloaded about 59,700 pounds of
cocaine and 1,430 pounds
of marijuana worth more
than US$1.4 billion seized
in the Pacific Ocean and
the Caribbean Sea.
The offload on Thursday
in Port Everglades, Florida,
is the largest in the history
of the US Coast Guard.
“The Coast Guard’s
strong international relationships, with key partners like Canada and the
Netherlands, along with
our specialized capabilities and unmatched authorities, allow for a unity
of effort to disrupt transnational crime organizations
which threaten America
and our partner nations.”
According to Vice Admiral Steven Poulin, US Coast
Guard Commander, Atlantic Area, “Today’s offload is
a result of our combined
efforts of our inter-agency
partners and a dedicated
international coalition.”
“The Canadian government and Canadian
Defense Forces bring an
incredible capability in
defeating
transnational
organized crime, and I’m
grateful to HMCS Shawinigan to showcase Canada’s
commitment,” he added.
“Together, we will disrupt, defeat and degrade
transnational organised
crime,” he added. “We will
strengthen our efforts and
continue to build collabo-

ration and capability.”
“Canada and America are committed to expanding cooperation on
defending North America
against illicit trafficking
and transnational crime
and working together
within our alliances,” said
Major General Paul Ormsby, Canadian Defense Attache.

“We know that no nation
can do it alone, and we
know that we are stronger
together,” he added. “The
kind of cooperation that
we see on the pier today
is one of the thousands of
impressive examples of
cooperation every day.”
The US Coast Guard said
the drugs were interdicted
in international waters of

the Eastern Pacific Ocean
off the coasts of Mexico,
Central and South America, and the Caribbean Sea.
It included contraband
seized and recovered
during 27 interdictions
of suspected drug smuggling vessels by 10 American, Dutch and Canadian
ships.
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BVI- Deadline given for COVID grant
recipients’ to say how they
spent the Money
BVI News- After doling
out millions of dollars in
COVID-19 grant aid to
local farmers, fisherfolk
and others, government
has now issued a deadline for feedback on the
impact of this aid.
More than $6 million
in grant aid was reportedly given to farmers
and fisherfolk in what
auditors have presented
as inflated amounts and
dubious circumstances
in some instances.
In a press release issued
by the government, persons and businesses that
received the COVID-19
Economic Stimulus for
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises, daycares, pre-schools, private schools, churches,
religious organisations,
farmers, and fisherfolk,
are now being asked to
complete a ‘COVID-19
Stimulus
Feedback
Form’ by August 20.
The purpose of the
form is reportedly to assist the government with
completing its economic stimulus grant report
to ascertain and confirm
the impact of the support on the respective
ventures.
According to the release, recipients will be

required to submit general information including
names, trade licences, physical
addresses,
district and contact information,
amount of grant
received, number of employees
where applicable, among other
things.
Furthermore,
participants are
required to list
and provide documentation and
receipts on how
the funds were
used. Examples
of how monies can be used
can include rent,
utilities, salaries
or severance to
employees, payments to suppliers, national

health insurance,
social
security
and Inland Revenue, among other
things.
“The government is pleased
to have provided
assistance to residents and businesses in need
as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic. However,
as we continue to
manage the fiscal
affairs of the territory in a transparent and accountable manner, we
are asking stimulus recipients to
complete a feedback form to advise on how the
stimulus received
has
impacted
business
and
organisations,”
Premier and Min-

ister of Finance
Andrew
Fahie
stated.
The forms for
the
respective
stimulus
grant
category are located on the
g o v e r n m e n t ’s
website and can
be
submitted
electronically by
clicking the ‘submit’ button.
Meanwhile,
Premier Fahie’s
Cabinet recently
promised to table
two audit reports
in the House of
Assembly,
despite
Cabinet’s
concerns over the
accuracy of the
reports.
The reports, issued by Auditor
General
Sonia
Webster, detailed
the government’s

systematic failures to follow
protocol and the
Premier’s Office’s
“deliberate
attempts” at blocking her from
accessing government files.
The issuance of
grants to farmers and fisherfolk, in particular,
received much
blowback from
residents
after
its details were
first made public
through leaked
documents circulated on social
media.
The
Premier,
in his defence at
the time, said the
grants can be fully accounted for
and
promised
that “time will reveal the truth.”
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BATED BREATH: Bahamas
officials await pending COVIDrelated changes to US policy for
international travelers

Biden administration reportedly considering barring non-vaccinated international travelers
from entering the USA
Ewnews- - Bahamas
Ambassador to the United
States Sidney Collie said
yesterday Bahamian officials are monitoring and
awaiting a change in policy for the US to require
proof of vaccination for international travelers.
A Reuters exclusive story on Wednesday revealed
that the Biden administration in working on a plan
that would require all visitors to be fully vaccinated
against the virus in order
to eventually lift travel restrictions that bar much
of the world from entering
the country.
Speaking to Eyewitness
News on the matter, Collie confirmed that officials
are awaiting the comple-

tion of the policy to see
the way forward. “They are
going to amend their travel advisory for all international passengers coming
into the United States to at
least have the first shot of
the vaccine,” he said.
“They have not put out
publicly yet which vaccines will be acceptable in
this new advisory.
“As you are aware, you
will have global travelers
from China, Russia and all
of the world who may be
vaccinated with other vaccines.
“…All the policy has said
so far, that I’m aware of, is
that foreign travelers will
have to be vaccinated with
at least the first dose.”
Collie noted that US of-

ficials are also looking at
testing requirements and
how they are going to incorporate it into the vaccination requirement in the
new policy.
“The state department
and White House have
not yet finalized the policy. They are still working
through it,” he said.
The move comes as the
world continues to see rising COVID-19 cases due
to the highly transmissible
COVID-19 delta variant.
There are concerns the
delta variant could become the dominant strain
across the globe due its
rapid spread.
While health officials
have not confirmed the
presence of the delta vari-

ant in country, they have
urged Bahamians to err on
the side of caution and follow all public health protocols — even if vaccinated.
The Bahamas at currently at a Level 3 Travel Health
Notice due to COVID-19,
indicating a high level of
COVID-19 in the country.
It is currently in a surge,
on Friday recording 228
COVID-19 cases on Thursday — the highest number
of cases recorded in a single day since the start of
the pandemic.
The cases included 164
on New Providence, 20 on
Eleuthera, 15 on Abaco, 12
on Exuma, 11 on Grand
Bahama and three each on
Andros and Bimini & Cat
Cay.
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St.Lucian Dr. Tanya DestangBeaubrun: ‘Fight Coronavirus,
Not Each Other’

Medical doctor Tanya
Destang-Beaubrun
has
called on Saint Lucians to
come together in the fight
against COVID-19 and reject the divisiveness of politics, race and religion.
“COVID has been in
power for the past 18
months and has appointed
a new minister – the Delta
Variant,” she told St Lucia
Times.
Dr. Destang-Beaubrun
spoke in the aftermath of
comments which she said
were made in a private
chat, but were shared publicly without her knowledge and quickly went viral. However, she said her
remarks must be taken in
the context of what was
meant.
“They were in response
to a comment I felt was
divisive and taking away
from the issue at hand and
it is this divisiveness which
I feel will prevent us from
winning the fight against
COVID,” she asserted.
“Fight Coronavirus, not
each other,” an impas-

sioned Destang-Beaubrun
urged in the viral voice recording that was circulated
on social media.
In a further social media
post, Dr Destang-Beaubrun said: “Good morning.
I feel I must say something.
A voice note that was sent
to a private WhatsApp
group IN RESPONSE TO A
PARTICULAR COMMENT
which I felt was divisive,
has been forwarded WITHOUT MY PERMISSION
and then taken totally out
of context. If anyone knows
me or has been following
me, you will know that I
have been posting about
COVID since FEBRUARY
2020. Yes, I have been trying to educate, empower
and encourage my community to take care of their
health.
“Since yesterday, I have
been bombarded with
comments, with some of
the nastiest of comments.
I’ve been called dramatic,
passionate, and others. Yes.
I am tired. Tired of the politicizing of a public health
issue. I’ve been saying this
for over 9 months. Tired of
treating COVID and LongCOVID. Tired of wearing
PPE and having my shirt
stick to my body as sweat
pours from my pores. Tired
of trying to help patients
navigate their way through
a COVID diagnosis. Tired
of hearing that my patients
break their medication in

half so it can last longer,
but seeing their chronic
diseases get worse. Tired of
counseling people whose
mental health is on the
brink of collapse – the isolation and uncertainty of
lockdown affected them
so badly. Tired of the many
people who have no food
on their tables because
their jobs have been lost
due to COVID.
“Yes, I am petrified. Why?
Because we do NOT have
the capacity to deal with
the Delta variant once it
starts to do its thing. I am
trained to do my job, very
well trained, as are many of
my colleagues. But we are
doing our work in a small
island with limitations,
with limited resources and
supplies. And no, it’s not
‘their’ fault, it’s the reality of
small island living. It happens in other small islands
throughout the world.
“If you’ve been following
the science, you will see
that Delta is highly contagious and seems to affect
younger people causing
them to deteriorate faster.
Hospitals all over the world
are filling up with patients,
most of whom are unvaccinated. I can only pray that
it doesn’t hit us that badly.
“Yes, I am passionate
about the work that I do
and the health and lives I
have to transform and save.
I’ve done this for 30 years.
At this point, I am disap-

pointed and disheartened
by the responses by some
people – even those who
do not know me and my
passion for my work.
“The cases are rising
here, so I humbly suggest
that instead of focusing on
‘them’, and what I should
have said, or what you
would do in your country,
or what ‘they’re’ not doing or doing, or on what
the government should or
should not do, let’s try to focus on who’s really running
our country: CORONAVIRUS and its newly elected
minister, Delta.
“Call me dramatic, passionate, or whatever, I WILL
CONTINUE TO SPEAK
OUT. I have been doing so
for months in an attempt
to save lives. I have walked
my walk and talked my talk.
But now, I’ve had enough. I
will no longer be sharing or
posting on COVID.
“I wish you all the very
best. I wish my country the
very best. But I will NOT
stand for disrespect, intolerance, pettiness or hatred.
The level of ignorance exhibited makes me wonder about the future of my
beautiful island. This [doctor]/healer/lover of her island will stay in her section
and watch from a distance.
“The hurt and disappointment will eventually
fade.”
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Fire devours Greek island’s
forests; residents urged to flee

People try to extinguish the flames during a wildfire at Pefki village on Evia island,
about 189 kilometers (118 miles) north of Athens, Greece, Sunday, Aug. 8, 2021.
Pillars of billowing smoke and ash are blocking out the sun above Greece’s second-largest island as a days-old wildfire devours pristine forests and triggers more
evacuation alerts

(AP) — Pillars of billowing smoke and ash
turned the sky orange
and blocked out the
sun above Greece’s second-largest island on
Sunday as a days-old
wildfire devoured pristine forests and encroached on villages,
triggering more evacuation alerts.
The fire on Evia, an
island of forested mountains and canyons laced
with small coves of crystalline water, began Aug.
3 and cut across the popular summer destination
from coast to coast as it
burned out of control.
Scores of homes and
businesses have been de-

stroyed and thousands
of residents and tourists
have fled, many escaping the flames via flotillas
that even operated in the
dark of night.
The blaze is the most
severe of dozens that
broke out in the wake of
Greece’s most protracted
heat wave in three decades, which sent temperatures soaring to 45
degrees Celsius (113 F)
for days, creating bonedry conditions.
“It’s already too late,
the area has been destroyed,” Giannis Kontzias, mayor of the northern
Evia municipality of Istiaia, lamented on Greece’s
Open TV. He was one of

several local officials and
residents who took to
Greek TV networks to appeal for more firefighting
help, particularly from
water-dropping planes
and helicopters.
Evacuation
orders
were issued on Sunday
for four villages in northern Evia, including Pefki,
but many residents refused to leave, hoping to
save their properties.
In dramatic scenes
Sunday
afternoon,
fast-moving flames had
encroached on the seaside village of Pefki, burning trees on the fringes
and entering the houses’
yards. Panicked residents
raced with water tanks,

hoses and branches in a
seemingly futile effort to
extinguish the flames.
Late Sunday, firefighters managed to stop the
fire before it advanced
further into Pefki, on the
island’s northern coast.
Pefki residents and tourists fled to the port of
Aidipsos to take the ferry
to the mainland port of
Arkitsa, 150 kilometers
northwest of Athens.
Acrid, choking smoke
hung in the orange-grey
air, turning the day into
an apocalyptic twilight as
people headed towards
Pefki’s pebble beach,
dragging
suitcases,
clutching pets and helping elderly relatives.
The ferry, carrying
panicked,
exhausted
evacuees who had boarded the vessel before the
advance of the fire was
halted, arrived at Arkitsa
on Sunday evening. Passengers complained they
had been left to fend for
themselves as the fire approched.
“We were completely
forsaken. There were no
fire brigades, there were
no vehicles, nothing!”
David Angelou told The
Associated Press, adding
that the villagers’ hoses
were inadequate to stop
the fire.
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US plans to require COVID
vaccine for foreign travelers

With about 15 million people in the three states, or 60 percent of Australia’s population, under a strict lockdown,
the country also reported five coronavirus-related deaths, one of the highest tolls this year
Aljazeera- Australia has reported a record daily number of new
coronavirus cases for the year on
Saturday, with the highly infectious
Delta variant continuing to spread
through the country’s most populous states of New South Wales
(NSW), Victoria and Queensland.
With about 15 million people
in the three states, or 60 percent
of Australia’s population, under a
strict lockdown, the country also
reported five coronavirus-related deaths, one of the highest tolls
this year. NSW reported 319 new
locally acquired COVID-19 cases,
the most since the start of the pandemic in early 2020, with Sydney
and neighbouring regional centres spanning 200km (120 miles)
of coastline under a stay-at-home
order for six weeks already.
There are 345 people in hospital
in NSW, with 56 in intensive care
and 23 on ventilators, state authorities said.
With the virus continuing to
spread through Sydney’s sprawl-

ing suburbs, state Health Minister
Brad Hazzard expressed frustration that people appeared to be ignoring restrictions and urged residents to stay at home.
“That is the biggest thing you
can do for all of us and for yourself,
to make sure that we beat this Delta
virus that is wreaking havoc across
the world,” Hazzard told media.
Neighbouring Victoria saw the
highest daily jump in cases this
year, with 29 new infections, as the
state remains under a snap seven-day lockdown imposed earlier
this week, the state’s sixth since the
start of the pandemic.
Victoria Premier Dan Andrews
urged people to follow the public
health rules that allow residents to
leave their house only for essential
work, shopping, care, vaccination
or two hours of outdoor exercise.
“This Delta variant spreads so
fast,” Andrews said.
“We don’t have enough of people vaccinated, we will finish up
with younger people in the hospi-

tal, otherwise fit and healthy people. Our system will be overrun if
we don’t bring this under control.”
Contact tracers were still working to track down the source of its
outbreaks, Andrews said.
“This is very, very significant to
see this many cases … we don’t
know where those two outbreaks
started.”
Meanwhile, Queensland recorded 13 new cases, with all but one
isolating while infectious, bringing
hopes that the eight-day lockdown
in parts of the state will be lifted as
planned on Sunday afternoon.
With just over 36,000 COVID-19
cases and 937 deaths, Australia has
avoided the high caseloads of other
developed countries, but its vaccination figures are among the lowest, with only 20 percent of people
aged over 16 fully vaccinated.
Now the effectiveness of the
government’s “COVID zero” policy has come under scrutiny as the
lockdowns struggle to stamp out
the highly infectious Delta variant.
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U.S. teachers’ union shifts stance to
back vaccine mandate as COVID surges

(Reuters) – COVID-19
vaccinations should be
required for US teachers
to protect students who
are too young to be inoculated, the head of the
nation’s second-largest
teachers’ union said on
Sunday, shifting course to
back mandated shots as
more children fall ill.
“The
circumstances
have changed,” Randi
Weingarten, president of
the American Federation
of Teachers, told NBC
News’ “Meet the Press”
program. “It weighs really heavily on me that kids
under 12 can’t get vaccinated.
“I felt the need ... to
stand up and say this as
a matter of personal conscience,” she said.
The number of children hospitalized with
COVID is rising across the
country, a trend health
experts attribute to the
Delta variant being more
likely to infect children
than the original Alpha
strain. Almost 90% of educators and school staff

are vaccinated, according to a White House
statement echoed by Weingarten in other television interviews last week.
A growing number of
companies and state governments are mandating
COVID-19 vaccinations.
United Airlines, meatpacker Tyson Foods Inc
and Microsoft are requiring employees get vaccinated, moves that experts
said were legal but could
raise labor tensions in
unionized workplaces.
California, New York
and Virginia are also requiring all state employees to get inoculated, and
New Jersey is requiring
some workers in health
care to take the vaccine.
Becky Pringle, president of the largest US
teachers’ union, the National Education Association, told the New York
Times last week that any
vaccine mandate should
be negotiated at the local
level.
Dr. Anthony Fauci, the
nation’s top infectious

disease official, said it
was critical to surround
children with vaccinated and masked people
in schools and elsewhere
until shots are approved
for them.
“You surround them
with those who can be
vaccinated, whoever they
are – teachers, personnel
in the schools, anyone –
get them vaccinated. Protect the kids with a shield
of vaccinated people,”
he said in a separate interview on NBC, noting
that pediatric hospitals
are filling up with COVID
cases.The United States
has reported more than
100,000 new cases a day
on average for the past
two days, a six-month
high, according to a Reuters tally. About 400 people a day on average are
dying. Hospitalizations
are the highest since last
February.The US south
remains the epicenter of
the latest outbreak, with
Florida reporting a record
of nearly 24,000 new cases on Saturday, according
to data from the Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC).
The number of COVID
patients filling the state’s
hospitals has set records
nearly every day for the
past week.
“Things in Florida aren’t just bad – they’re
epically bad,” cardiologist Dr. Jonathan Rein-

er, a George Washington
University professor, told
CNN on Sunday, noting
that Florida’s case rate
was behind only Louisiana and Botswana.
“If Florida was another
country, the United States
would consider banning
travel from Florida ... It’s
going to get much worse
there.”
Despite the surge,
Florida Governor Ron
DeSantis has refused to
mandate masks and has
blocked school districts
from requiring them, despite the state leading the
nation in pediatric hospitalizations based on its
population.
Former Food and Drug
Administration
(FDA)
commissioner Dr. Scott
Gottlieb said not requiring masks for students
as they return to fullday, in-person learning
was reckless, telling CBS
News’ “Face the Nation”
program: “No business
would do that responsibly and yet that’s what
we’re going to be doing in
some schools.”
He also urged schools
and families to utilize
higher-quality
masks
such as N95s to protect
against the more contagious Delta variant, noting that Utah was providing KN95 masks for every
student.
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Afghan cities fall to rapid
Taliban advance
BBC- The Taliban have
captured three regional capitals in Afghanistan as they continue to
make sweeping territorial gains in the country.
They seized control of the
key northern city of Kunduz on Sunday, as well as
Sar-e-Pul and Taloqan. It
means five regional capitals have fallen to the militants since Friday, with
Kunduz being their most
important gain this year.
The city is well connected
to other areas, including
the capital Kabul.
Violence has escalated across Afghanistan
after US and other international forces began
to withdraw their troops
from the country, following 20 years of military
operations.
Taliban militants have
made rapid advances
in recent weeks. Having
captured large swathes of
the countryside, they are
now targeting key towns
and cities. The three
northern cities fell to Taliban control within hours
of each other on Sunday,
with one resident in Kunduz describing the situation as “total chaos”.
The Afghan government, meanwhile, said its
forces were fighting to retake key installations.

Afghan security forces have faced a major blow with the loss of Kunduz

southern cities of Kandahar and Lashkar Gah.
Thousands of civilians
have been displaced this
year. Families, including
babies and young children, have been sheltering in a school in the
north-eastern city of Asadabad.
“Many bombs were
dropped on our village.
The Taliban came and
destroyed
everything.
We were helpless and
had to leave our houses.
Heavy fighting has also Our children and ourbeen reported in Herat selves are sleeping on
in the west, and in the the ground in dire condi-

tions,” Gul Naaz told AFP.
“There was firing.
One of my seven-yearold daughters went out
during that fighting and
disappeared. I don’t know
if she is alive or dead,”
another displaced resident said.
The US has intensified
its air strikes on Taliban
positions, with Afghan
military officials saying militants have been
killed. But the Taliban say
the air strikes hit two hospitals and a school in the
city of Lashkar Gah. Neither claim has been inde-

pendently verified.
The US embassy in Afghanistan condemned
the Taliban’s “violent new
offensive against Afghan
cities”, saying the group’s
actions to “forcibly impose its rule are unacceptable”.
“They
demonstrate
wanton disregard for the
welfare and rights of civilians and will worsen this
country’s humanitarian
crisis,” it said in a statement.
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FUNDRAISER
IT’S A FUND-RAISING BREAKFAST ON BEHALF OF
CURLETHIA GHOMES, A KIDNEY PATIENT PREPARING FOR A TRANSPLANT.THIS TAKES PLACE ON
SATURDAY 14TH AUGUST, 2021 FROM 7:00A.M. TO 9:00 A.M. AT ASHI’S DELIGHT NORTH OF THE MAGISTRATE’S COURT, GRAYS FARM
TICKETS ONLY $15.
MENU MACKEREL, RED HERRING, SALTFISH, BOILED EGGS, STEWED SAUSAGE, CHOP UP, GREEN
SALAD, FRIED PLANTAIN, BAKES, BREAD, PANCAKES, OATMEAL AND CORNMEAL PORRIDGE.SUPPORT A WORTHY CAUSE TO OFF SET
MEDICAL EXPENSES.
TICKETS CAN BE HAD FROM CURLETHIA 732-1506,
MICHELLE LONGFORD 783-4303.
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Amurdan hits classy ton as Rising
Stars enjoy opening day of trial series
Aug. 8, 2021, 10:47
p.m.– A superb unbeaten
century from Anderson
Amurdan was the highlight of the opening day
of the CWI Rising Stars
U19 trial series on Sunday.
The right-hander from
Nevis made 117 not out
off 151 balls in a hugely
impressive performance
for Yellow Flamingos
against Blue Dolphins at
the Sir Vivian Richards
Cricket Ground.
The
right-handed
opener hit nine fours and
three sixes as his team
made 247-5 after being asked to bat first. He
added 147 for the fourth
wicket with Kyle Kissondath, who made 76 off
88 balls with seven fours
and six. They were however on the losing end as
the Dolphins also batted
brilliantly to reach 2497 off 49.2 overs to win by
three wickets with four
balls to spare. The superb
run chase was led by Jordan Johnson, who played
a number of handsome
strokes in 71 off 87 balls

with 12 fours and a six.
The left-hander added
94 for the third wicket
with Justin Jaggesar, who
made 52 off 90 balls four
boundaries.
Over at the Coolidge
Cricket Ground: the Red
Dragons made the day’s
highest score of 256 all
out off 47.5 overs in an
easy 50-run win over the
Green Pitons, who were
bowled out for 206 off
44.1 overs. Devonte Depeiza made the top score
for the Pitons with 70 off
77 balls, which included
three mighty sixes.
He saved the innings
after his team slipped to
104-7, with an eight-wicket partnership of 77 with
Nick Ramlal, who made
27 not out. The Dragons
bowlers were steady and
penetrative with four of
them taking two wickets – Johan Layne (2-48),
Tyran Theodore (2-25)
Amrit Dass (2-28) and
Onaje Amory (2-37).
The
right-handed
opener hit nine fours and
three sixes as his team
made 247-5 after be-

ing asked to bat first. He
added 147 for the fourth
wicket with Kyle Kissondath, who made 76 off
88 balls with seven fours
and six. They were however on the losing end as
the Dolphins also batted
brilliantly to reach 2497 off 49.2 overs to win by
three wickets with four
balls to spare.
The superb run chase
was led by Jordan Johnson, who played a number of handsome strokes
in 71 off 87 balls with 12
fours and a six. The lefthander added 94 for the
third wicket with Justin
Jaggesar, who made 52 off
90 balls four boundaries.
Over at the Coolidge
Cricket Ground: the Red
Dragons made the day’s
highest score of 256 all
out off 47.5 overs in an
easy 50-run win over the
Green Pitons, who were
bowled out for 206 off
44.1 overs. Devonte Depeiza made the top score
for the Pitons with 70 off
77 balls, which included
three mighty sixes.
He saved the innings

after his team slipped to
104-7, with an eight-wicket partnership of 77 with
Nick Ramlal, who made
27 not out. The Dragons
bowlers were steady and
penetrative with four of
them taking two wickets – Johan Layne (2-48),
Tyran Theodore (2-25)
Amrit Dass (2-28) and
Onaje Amory (2-37).
The CWI Rising Stars
U19 trial series is set to
continue on Tuesday at
9:30am (8:30am Jamaica
Time. Red Dragons will
face Yellow Flamingos at
Sir Vivian Richards Cricket Ground. In the other
match Blue Dolphins face
Green Pitons at Coolidge
Cricket Ground – this
match will be streamed
on www.windiescricket.
com and the “Windies
Cricket” YouTube channel https://bit.ly/WindiesCricketYouTube. There
will also be scores, statistical information and
photographs
provided
on CWI’s social media
platforms throughout the
day.
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‘Most challenging’ Tokyo
Olympics declared closed
Sunday, August 08, 2021
TOKYO, Japan (AFP) — The
Tokyo 2020 Games were declared
closed on Sunday by IOC chief
Thomas Bach, who said it had
been the “most challenging Olympic journey” after a year’s pandemic delay and threats of cancellation.
Bach called the Tokyo Games
“unprecedented” as he addressed
the 68,000-seat Olympic Stadium,
which was empty of spectators as
Japan battles a record coronavirus
outbreak.
“In these difficult times we are
all living through, you give the
world the most precious of gifts:
hope,” the International Olympic
Committee president told athletes
at the ceremony.
“And now I have to mark the end
of this most challenging Olympic journey to Tokyo: I declare
the Games of the 32nd Olympiad
closed,” Bach said.
It marked a low-key end to an
extraordinary Olympics that have
mostly played out in empty venues with only athletes, team officials and media present.
Athletes have lived in strict biosecure conditions with social distancing at the Olympic Village and
instructions to wear masks unless
eating, sleeping, training or competing.
As the Olympic flag was passed
to Paris mayor Anne Hidalgo
for the 2024 Games, live footage
showed cheering crowds in the
French capital — in stark contrast
to Tokyo.
Bach has described how the IOC
considered cancelling the Olympics and claiming the costs on its
insurance policy but said officials

ploughed ahead with holding the
Games “for the athletes”.
The Olympics were plagued by
low Japanese support as they went
ahead with Tokyo and other regions under a state of emergency
and with infections multiplying to
new highs.
But Japan’s record haul of 27
golds to finish third on the table has won hearts. Britain were
fourth with 22 and the Russian
Olympic Committee, the team for
Russian athletes after their country was banned for systematic
doping, were fifth with 20.
Fears of a major outbreak
among the mostly vaccinated

Olympic athletes and officials
proved unfounded and 430 cases
were picked up during the Games,
including 32 in the Olympic Village.
However, the virus has lurked as
an ever-present threat. Victory celebrations were muted, with lonely
laps of honour.
Tokyo will host the Paralympics from August 24. The Olympic
circus will reconvene in just six
months when Beijing, faced with
boycott threats and a renewed
coronavirus emergency, holds the
Winter Games in February.

A person records a video with his mobile phone as fireworks go off
around the Olympic Stadium during the closing ceremony of the Tokyo
2020 Olympic Games, in Tokyo, on August 8, 2021. (Photo: AFP)
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ROBERTSON
SET FOR SCAN
ON ‘PRETTY
PAINFUL’
TWISTED ANKLE
Liverpool left-back Andy
Robertson will have scans
on an ankle injury described by manager Jurgen
Klopp as “pretty painful”.
Robertson was hurt
during Sunday’s 1-1 friendly draw between the Reds
and Athletic Bilbao at Anfield. The Scotland international limped off after
attempting to block a cross
and was replaced at halftime by Owen Beck.
Klopp said further tests
are required to determine
the level of damage, casting doubt on Robertson’s
availability for Liverpool’s
opening game of the Premier League season away
to Norwich City on August
14.
“We obviously don’t
know in the moment how
serious it is,” Klopp said.
“It was pretty painful
and that’s why Andy went
off. You probably saw it on
the TV pictures better than
we did, but he got the ball,
the ball on the front of his

foot, and twisted the ankle.
“The pain settled already, but we cannot say
anything further without
further assessment today
Monday. He has to get a
scan and then we will know
more.”
Diogo Jota scored Liverpool’s opener on Sunday
before Alex Berenguer levelled early in the second
half in front of a crowd of
close to 40,000.
There was a warm reception from the home fans for
Virgil van Dijk, who played
72 minutes on home turf
for the first time in over 10
months, having missed the
majority of last season with
a knee injury.
Liverpool face Osasuna
today in their final pre-season friendly before the
2021-22 season gets underway.
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